
TOP 10 REASONS TO SHOP ONLINE

There are many reasons why shopping online is better than shopping in stores. Most merchants have put their inventory
online for you to view and shop!.

Reading the customer service policies online and at local stores should provide shoppers with clear answers on
all fees and guarantees. Pay with a credit card safely, even to small merchants. No need to take the time to get
ready, drive, park, and walk around to browse. Bargain hunters. By Donna L. Ensure that your check-out
process is as streamlined as possible. Do they have negative or positive reviews from customers? If they are
looking for comparisons, specs, pricing, etc. Since everything is done electronically, all records of your
transactions are emailed directly to your inbox. Sizes are often imprecise. People that are shopping online are
knowingly trading immediate gratification getting the product now for time savings and the other benefits of
online shopping. Items ordered online are sometimes back-ordered , but shoppers may not find out until weeks
later. Online stores never close , so you never have to worry about making time to go to the store. Never again
be limited geographically. You only have to look at the success of the Amazon Prime service offering to
understand the importance that Amazon is placing on speed. It is sometimes easier to get money refunded
locally when the item purchased drops in price within the guaranteed price period. Many times, you can't get
reimbursed for any shipping costs. Produce is one thing most shoppers prefer to choose for themselves. When
all the stores in town are gone, we'll have to drive further and further away to shop at a real store. Prescription
or reading glasses always cheaper and cuter online Real estate of course! I try not to purchase online, but
every once in awhile, I can't resist! Rather than having to travel from store to store or aisle to aisle, savvy
online shoppers simply navigate from one web page to the next comparing the stores and the wares of those
stores. This is particularly problematic when buying gifts. They compare price, quality and customer service
â€” and they can do it all online. There are many different coupons online that can save you tons of money,
including ones for free shipping! Online shoppers report that reading reviews is among the most important
reasons they shop online. Risk of fraud. I know it's convenient, but it's just not worth it in the long run, for all
the reasons you mention. If you're shopping online, there's a larger risk of fraud: credit card scams, phishing,
hacking, identity theft, counterfeit products, bogus websites, and other scams are common. Shopping online
can turn into a marathon of scrolling and clicking down rabbit holes and before you know it, you've been
online for most of the day. This might be great for awhile but sometimes, you might want to go outside,
breathe some fresh air, get a change of scenery, talk to real people, participate in your community, and just be
a part of the crowd. There are many reasons why shopping online is so much better than shopping in-stores.
This is particularly true in categories, such as clothing, where the buyer wants to touch, feel and try on the
product. Problem-solving face-to-face with local store employees is often faster and more satisfying. When
you shop online, many dealers both big and small use PayPal. Some sellers make the process breezy, but many
make it extra hard for you to return their merchandise or get a refund. Pet food cheaper and easier, especially
in bulk Really heavy items with pricey shipping costs Books if you know exactly what you want Books if you
want to browse, talk to the bookseller, and support your local bookstore so they don't go out of business A
used car cheaper and easier without a dealer, unless you need financing Anything you might need to return
Groceries if you don't have time Groceries if you like to choose what you eat and support your local growers
and grocers Holiday Gifts the gift wrapping, shipping, and convenience can't be beat Any product you haven't
tried before perfume, food items, cosmetics, etc. You might have to make blind purchases and mistakes you'll
regret later because there was no one to talk to.


